Initially Prepared Plan (IPP) and Final Plan Process Schematic*

*(may vary by Region)*

- RWPG ADOPTS IPP
  - RWPG SUBMITS ‘CERTIFIED’ IPP TO TWDB (deadline March 3, 2020)
    - RWPGs notify TWDB and other affected RWPGs of potential interregional conflicts within 60 days
    - 120-day TWDB comment period
    - IPP documents delivered to public locations for review
  - 30-day minimum IPP hearing notice published
    - Comment period opens
    - 60-day public comment period
    - 90-day federal and state agency comment period
    - RWPG consider and addresses ALL comments
  - RWPG holds IPP hearing
    - RWPG ADOPTS FINAL PLAN
      - RWPG SUBMITS FINAL REGIONAL PLAN & PROJECT PRIORITIZATION LIST TO TWDB (deadline October 14, 2020)

- All data entered into DB22 and data checks completed

* In accordance with 31 TAC §357.21 and §357.50
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